Banana Ape
Garden
WHITE PAPER

SEND IN THE APES!

Story
Banana Ape Garden is a Defi Game on the Avalanche Blockchain, our vision is to
build engaging projects and create a reputable brand. A place to learn, earn and
grow without the fear of going on a shady adventure, in the wild west of the
Defi Financial world.
There are always new Defi projects on offer as new mechanisms and concepts
shift the market trends. Banana Ape Garden is the initial plan to build secure
and trustable decentralized applications where users can invest in peace,
without the fear of being rugged. Banana Ape Garden (BAG), a coin that is
designed to participate in the ecosystem we aim to build. The recommended
exchange for trading Banana Ape Garden (BAG) is TraderJoe.
It is important to always cross-check the token address against the BAG
address provided on bananaapegarden.com, to ensure you are buying into the
right tokens and not the scams. After you bought your BAG you can participate
in the Defi game. As more people enter the ecosystem and start playing our
game, the more positive this will be for the price of BAG.
Defi gamification is what we do, Ape Army will fork decentralized applications
on different popular chains. Banana Ape Garden is a fork of the famous
“Fisherman Joe” on Binance Smart Chain.
We will build and improve upon forks that already have been proven to be
popular. Most of these applications do have features that lock up part of the
supply, this would be perfect for stabilizing the price of BAG and prevent any
big sells happening.

Induction
INSTRUCTIONS:
One day the hungry ape army went to the Banana Ape Garden to collect
some bananas. When they got there they found out that the bananas
had been stolen. They saw farmers driving off with their precious
bananas.
Filled with rage the Apes raise an army to collect bananas as fuel, as
they prepared for war!
More APES will Lead to more bananas… SEND in the APES!
Each Ape raised, yields delicious bananas which can be sold for $BAG.
The more apes you have, the higher the daily yield of bananas. The
bananas you receive can be used to raise more Apes and compound
your earnings or be sold.
To get started with the game:
1. After you bought some $BAG on TraderJoe. Press "APPROVE", then fill
in how many $BAG worth of APES you want to raise and click "RAISE
APES".
2. The game will start and your APES will start earning bananas for you
straight away.
3. Sit back, relax and see the amount of bananas GROW!

Presale
1.

Pinksale.finance
We will use this trustworthy
presale platform

Whitelist spots

2.

• 300 WL-Spots • 100WL Raffle for our Banana Apes
community competitions• 200WL for Influencer
Marketing (including Giveaways) and the Dev-Team.

3.

Contribution
Minimum Buy: 1 Avax
Maximum Buy: 2.5 Avax
Soft Cap: 300 Avax
Hard Cap: 600 Avax

If needed, there will be a public presale as well, if the Soft Cap won’t be reached in time by the whitelisters.

BAG Tokenomics

4.

Total supply: 100,000,000
10% (10,000,000): development
9% (9,000,000): partnership, promotions,
marketing, and liquidity management
81% community (81,000,000)

→

Tax & Fees: .
There are taxes of 12% on every BAG transaction. 10% of the
taxes directly go into the liquidity to support the price.
Note that there is a
2% Dev fee on all actions you take in the game.

→

Team & Goals
1.

How is Ape Army organized?

Banana Ape Garden is a decentralized working hub for people with a vision
to come together and build the future of global finance. Smart contract
devs, strategists, designers, and artists - anyone can join and contribute (no
matter your nationality, sex, or views). By investing in Banana Ape Garden,
you are investing in the idea that a group of highly technical individuals can
safely, securely and creatively beat the farmers of traditional finance.
The era of decentralized finance is here.

2.

Why is the project anonymous?

We believe in peoples right to privacy, and people/ projects should be
judged by how they perform. In future we are open to partial doxxing of the
team, though we are aiming to build our credibility and brand. By having a
team that operates anonymously, even amongst itself, we can focus on
providing the best experience for our users. We urge anyone with concerns
that anonymity diminishes credibility to join our community, watch and
participate how we work by our actions.

Ape Road Map
DEPLOY WEBSITE

Build the Banana Ape Garden
community

DEPLOY AND VERIFY

- Token contract
- Game contract

WHITELISTS

- Collaboration with influencers
- Competition/ whitelist
giveaways

PRESALE

Soft cap: 300 AVAX
Hard cap: 600 AVAX

LAUNCH

Defi game & official token launch
on TraderJoe

BRAND MARKETING

- Coingecko/CoinMarketCap
- Marketing implementation
- Use case development
- Community competition with
airdrop giveaways
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